The Perfect Companion
for Automated Tests
Scantron brings you a complete package to easily and quickly develop and
manage student records and test information, analyze test outcomes, and report
scores. ParScore gives your instructors more time to do what they do best—teach.

ParScore is a comprehensive, easy-to-use test
scoring software solution. It features an electronic
gradebook, subtesting capability, user-defined
mastery reports, and program-wide assessment
results management.
Provide your instructors with the benefit of tools
to monitor individual student growth and understanding of course material.

ParScore is at the Top
of the Class in Flexibility
ParScore users become believers because it’s so
comprehensive, yet so flexible:
• Easily develop and manage student records
and test data.
• Create customized class rosters for a controlled,
specific view of student results.
• Track and view your data using a wide variety
of data options.
• Define your own grading criteria.
• Report scores and grades as Raw, Percent,
Stanine, T-Score, Z-Score, Percentile, and
User-defined T-Score.
• Merge student test results from standardized tests
so performance can be compared across classes or
an entire program.
• Create mastery reports to compare performance
by user-defined demographic data such as gender,
socio-economic status, and ESL.
• Export roster data and scores.

• Score up to 26 versions of tests with up to 200
questions each and evaluate up to 26 responses
per item.
• Ensure instructors are working from the most
recent roster by importing information in
a comma-separated file format from other
applications.

Multiple Comprehensive Reports Available
Mastery Report

Progress Reports

Item Analysis

Subtest Reports

Roster Reports

Class Response

Student Profile Reports

Student Test Reports

Score Distribution

Error Log

Enrollment

Grading Criteria

Course List

How You Can Score with ParScore

ParSystem: Unified Assessment Solution

Students enjoy the instant feedback, precision and
accuracy of ParScore. Your interest in their test
and quiz outcomes will surely be an incentive for
learning and classroom participation. So, in the end,
automating your assessment scoring gives you more
time for good old hands-on instruction.

How ParScore Fits Into The System
ParSystem is Scantron’s integrated suite of powerful
software modules that allow you to create, administer, and score tests on paper or over the Internet.
ParSystem’s three ingredients—ParTest, ParTest
Online, and ParScore—all fit into Scantron’s overall
student achievement package.
With ParTest, teachers can develop multi-format
tests from numerous item banks.
ParTest Online enables test takers to test via
the Internet.
ParScore completes the suite allowing educators to
manage student records, analyze test outcomes, and
create a variety of reports.
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ParScore captures assessment results from ParTest and ParTest Online,
then analyzes and stores the results in a class roster. Once test results are
analyzed, ParScore posts item analysis data back to ParTest item banks
so you can measure the effectiveness of testing items. Finally, ParScore
provides an enrollment file for ParTest Online, ensuring online tests are
only available to the appropriate students.

About Us
Scantron® provides technology to accelerate
student growth. We offer software and services
with a focus on Assessment, Course Evaluation,
and Automated Scoring, delivered with the quality
and support you’ve come to expect from Scantron.
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